Instruction for the Fpi commercial cooker
The Fpi induction cookers are made for professional cooking in restaurants and large
scale kitchens. All models are carfully controlled before delivery and full warranty is
given for all models according to warranty terms (could be downloaded on ww.fpi.nu)
Installations must be done by a qualified professional electrician, The Fpi take
no responsibility of miswirring that can cause electrical hazard and reparations.
Use and locations
6 KW 380volt 3-phases. Leave at least 4inch/10cm air space behind the cocker and
make sure that nothing is under that could stop the air to blow through the cooker. If
this happens the equipment will stop and give indications in the display.
Take care of the cooker and attend to that the cooker is duly cleaned even
behind and underneath. Avoid splashing water or oil on the cocker.
To think about
For induction only use a pan of magnetic material (steel/iron). These products are
branded for induction. To Fpi wok models a wok-pan is included and no other wok
pans are recommended be used because they could damage the equipment and give
lower effects.
Usage
Use the cooker in the same way as a gas stove. The handle is a step model and the
effect is increasing clockwise. In the display you get the effect in numbers 1-9.The
effect will begin when the pan is placed in the glass bowl, If you remove the pan the
wok will immediately stop and after about 2 minutes shut down. The first time you
start to use a new pan you have to burn the pan gently before you start to wok. The
effect is very strong and fast, faster than gas. After use you could switch of the safety
switch if anyone is installed.
Take care of your cocker well and it will hold a long time!
Addition
If the equipments is delivered without a plug it shall be connected pursuant to to
the following schedule by an authorized electrician. Fpi take no responsibility of
miswirring that can cause electrical hazard and reparations.
It is the responsibility of the customer to inform new owner and other user about
warranty ( See ww.fpi.nu )

Phase 1 color : black
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Phase 2 color : blue
Phase 3 color : brown
Ground : yellow/green
If you have any questions before installations please contact our service before
installations. For 220 volt 1 phase the plug is installated
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